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For the month of April, Best donated to 
National Inclusion Project.

110-V Plug Lockout

Eliminate the chance of accidentally putting a plug 
back into the outlet while performing service or 
maintenance. Simply insert plug, close lid, snap in 
place and secure with padlock or zip tie.

#10537

7/8" Brass Masters Padlock
#99711674

7” UV Black Cable Ties (PK/100)
#10934

BEST NEW ITEMS MAY 2021

 Non-conductive construction provides the 
   best protection against plug reconnection. 

 Made of 1/8"-thick polypropylene. 

 Accommodates a large variety of plug 
   shapes and sizes. 

 Includes “Danger - Do Not Remove” sticker 
   in English, Spanish, and French.

3 PC Solid Joint Pliers Set

This set includes 6" diagonal cutting pliers, 7" lineman's 
pliers, and 6" long nose pliers. All the pliers feature a 
corrosion-resistant, double-injected handle with ergonomic 
grips for the ultimate in both protection and comfort. These 
pliers are especially useful for electrical or engineering tasks 
as this tool set can help to hold, bend, manipulate, and cut a 
variety of wires and cables. 

#10380

 Made of hardened and tempered alloy steel. 

 Narrow design for easy toolbox storage. 

https://www.inclusionproject.org/


Make your faucet installation quicker and easier. No more working 
upside down and endlessly spinning the faucet nut or locknut up the 
faucet shank. Simply wrap the sinchnut around the shank and lock it 
in place with a click. Tighten the nut the rest of the way up the shank 
until snug. pg. 8-11

 Works on any 1/2" bathroom or kitchen faucet. 
 Comes in a set of 2.

Sinchnut (Pair)                                                                  #99165171

best featured ITEMS

Best Carries ...
Did You Know

Large 3" 
Adjustable 
Flapper
#99451382  

Re-Peel Solvent
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Scan for more 
information

A natural citrus solvent cleaner, degreaser, deodorant, descaler, and 
declogger. Great for grease traps, garbage disposals, water fountains, 
dumpsters, septic tanks, and other waste areas. pg. 6-77

 Controls odor 
 Cleans and deodorizes 

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS 
Citrus Terpenes, Coconut Diethanolamine, Non-Ionic Surfactants

Flood Avert

The Korky 3” Universal Toilet Tank Flapper 
is adjustable to match your original toilet's 
performance. It has a universal design and will 
fit oversized 3” flush valves found in newer 1.6 
and 1.28 gpf toilets. pg. 5-20

 Adjusts to fit all 3 Inch flush valves found in 
    newer, HET (High Efficiency Toilets). 

 Fits: American Standard, AquaSource, Crane, 
   Eljer, Ferguson, Gerber, Glacier Bay, Jacuzzi,   
   Kohler, Mansfield, Pegasus, and TOTO 

 Exclusive longest lasting red rubber resists 
    chlorine 

Round HD Stove Bolt Kit
#20294

The ultimate stove bolt assortment kit. pg. 2-10

Includes: 
 126 Stove Bolt and Nuts 
 1 8-in-1 Multi-Bit Screwdriver 

#98643 Quart
#98642 Gallon (CS/4)

Flood Avert products are an effective flood protection system and great alternative to 
bulky, time consuming sandbags. Just add water, and the compact, easy to store, bags 
expand to create great flood barriers, protecting your building from water damage. No 
shoveling or hauling needed. pg. 6-117

Utility Box Kit
#17751

Boombags (3)
#17752

Defenderbag Long Tube
#17758

Diverter Flexibag Tube
#17760

An assortment of bag 
sizes is included to use 
in combination with a 
FloodScreen to protect 
small or large areas. 

Includes: (3) DefenderBags, 
and (2) BoomBags for the 
equivalency of 9 sandbags

For general flood 
protection. Double your 
efforts when using the 
FloodScreen in conjunction 
with the DefenderBags. 

Includes: (14) 
DefenderBags for the 
equivalency of 14 sandbags

Specialized linear bags 
ideal for redirecting 
flowing low-level water 
away from your property. 1 
tube provides over 9 feet of 
diversion. 

Includes: (2) 9’10” Diverter 
Flexibags

BoomBags are designed 
to stretch the length of a 
larger doorway with each 
of the 3 sections sized to 
match that of a standard 
sandbag. 

Includes: (3) BoomBags 
for the equivalency of 9 
sandbags

Sloan has top of the line sensor faucets, soap dispensers, 
and flushvalves. Retrofit options are available to convert 
your flush valves to hands-free. 

Check out Elkay retrofit sensor conversion options to 
convert your push button drinking fountains to hands free.  

Talk to your Sales Rep today! 

UPGRADE YOUR FACILITY TO 
HANDS FREE FIXTURES  


